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GOVERNMENTS AND  

UNINTENTIONAL MORTALITY:  
A STUDY OF TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS 

 
Abstract: In recent years there has been a growing awareness of road traffic accidents as a significant cause 

of death. Regional and global health organizations as well as academic scholars have mainly focused on 

measuring accident statistics and testing the relationship between high traffic fatalities, low income and a 

lack of legislation. This research takes direction from previous research that links democratic governments 

and public goods provision, and seeks to provide an alternative but complementary explanation for the 

differences in the number of traffic deaths across countries. This paper will show that traffic mortality is 

neither a mere ―accident‖ nor just a function of one’s income and I argue that governments and their electoral 

systems have a significant influence on determining the number of traffic deaths in a country.  
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I. Introduction 

The Salience of Traffic Mortality 

Every day 3,500 people die on the roads globally
 1
, killing nearly 1.3 million people annually.  

In 2004, road traffic accidents were the ninth leading cause of death. However with the trends of 

urbanization and motorization, road traffic accidents have increased dramatically worldwide and are 

now expected to become the fifth leading cause of death (see Figure 1)
 2
. The growing awareness of 

the severity of the traffic mortality problem has been marked by efforts from the World Bank’s 

Global Road Safety Partnership (WB GRSP), the World Health Organization’s Global Status 

Reports, the International Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, as well as other 

bilateral aid agencies and for-profit government consulting firms.  

Apart from the obvious severity and the trend of the situation, what makes road traffic accidents 

increasingly pertinent to discuss is the fact that they can easily be prevented. This can be seen both 

quantitatively and qualitatively. Quantitatively, there is currently an unequal distribution of traffic 

mortality rates between developed and developing economies. Developing countries bear a greater 

share of the burden, with approximately 91% of deaths happening in low-middle income countries
3
. 

This shows how ―established sets of interventions‖ by high-income countries have contributed 

significantly to the reduction in road traffic accidents. Qualitatively, studies done by the World 

Health Organization (WHO) show that current road safety efforts have been assessed to be 

insufficient because policies are still not addressing vulnerable road users like cyclists and 

pedestrians (who make up half of all deaths). Furthermore, only 15% of countries in the world have 

comprehensive legislation on the major risk factors to road safety
4
.  

                                                 
1 WHO Global Status Report on Road Safety,   
2 Road Traffic Accidents Increase Dramatically Worldwide 
3 WHO Road Safety Report 
4 WHO Pamphlet 
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Figure 1: Leading Causes of death, 2004 and 2030 compared5 

 

Motivations from an Economic Standpoint 

Apart from the obvious humanitarian motivations, the attention to road traffic accidents is 

worthwhile just based on economic grounds alone. In fact, the scarcity of prevention measures 

seems counterintuitive, considering that the economic costs incurred from deaths, injuries and 

disabilities are much more than it would cost to institute better traffic measures. For instance, the 

motorist advocacy group AAA stated that taking into account costs of medical care, emergency and 

police service, property damage, lost productivity and quality of life; accidents cost ―$1.642 billion 

each year… an annual per person cost of $1051‖
6
. Similarly, road traffic injuries are costing low to 

middle income countries between 1 to 2% of their gross national product
7
. A regional study in 

Massachusetts showed that through the introduction of a primary seat belt law, the state was 

expected to save at least $5.7 million dollars on medical costs for traffic injuries, and the total 

                                                 
5 WHO 2009 Road Safety Report  
6 Clifford 
7 WHO Road Safety Report 
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savings to all tax payers was expected to be about $69.3 million
8
.  This highlights why studying the 

prevention of road traffic accidents can be both socially and economically beneficial. 

 

Understanding Traffic Mortality 

Transportation is an unavoidable, essential part of the lives of every citizen in every part of the 

world, especially in highly industrialized economies. Since traffic mortality threatens the daily life 

of the average person, it is unsurprising that literature on the topic is extensive.  The 2009 WHO 

global status report provides a framework (shown in figure 2) that addresses the core determinants 

of road traffic mortality. Traditionally, (1) Exposure Factors, (2) Risk Factors, Preventive or 

Moderating Measures, and (3) Mitigating Measures are seen to predict the level of road traffic 

mortality; with income being the underlying driver of exposure and risk factors.  Current literature 

on the topic is categorized in a similar fashion, with traffic mortality mostly examined in relation to 

income, vehicle density, road density and legislation. This paper will present an alternative factor—

democracy (as seen in Figure 3) that will complement the existing framework and explain the gaps 

that the current framework does not address. 

 

Figure 2. Framework for determinants of road traffic mortality9    Figure 3. Modified Framework10 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
8 US Department of Transportation 
9 WHO 2009 Global Status Report 
10 WHO 2009 Global Status Report 
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II. Literature Review 

Traffic Mortality and GDP: A Non-Linear Relationship 

Road traffic mortality has commonly been seen as a problem mainly belonging to industrialized 

countries. The logical explanation is that industrialized countries have greater motorization rates 

and are hence more likely to see traffic accidents. However, the 1990s brought a wave of statistical 

and academic literature that raised questions about the relationship between economic development 

and traffic related deaths. 

In the paper, ― Traffic-related mortality in industrialized and less developed countries‖, N. 

Soderland and A. B. Zwi studied 83 countries in 1990 and show that an increase in the gross 

national product per capita led to a increase in traffic mortality per 100,000 people, but a decrease in 

traffic mortality per 1000 registered vehicles. They explain this with the fact that increasing national 

wealth generally leads to a disproportionate increase in vehicles at low levels of income. However, 

once income goes beyond US$5000 per capita per year, the number of vehicles plateau and the 

traffic mortality per 100,000 people also decreases. Hence, traffic deaths in absolute terms are 

highest in middle-income countries, but adjusting for motorization rates, the poorest countries show 

the highest traffic mortality rates. By analyzing countries by their regional and income groupings, 

Soderland and Zwi found that developing countries, such as India and countries of Africa, showed 

substantially higher deaths rates, whereas wealthier countries seemed to have found ―effective 

means of reducing traffic-related fatalities‖
11

. These findings reiterate Jacobs G. D. and Cutting C. 

A.’s work in 1986 on ―Further research on accident rates in developing countries‖ which also found 

that increasing GNP/ capita and physician/ population decreased traffic deaths
12

.  

                                                 
11 Soderland & Zwi, 180 
12 Jacobs and Cutting 
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More recently, Elizabeth Kopits and Maureen Cropper as well as Nejat Anbarci, Monica 

Escaleras, and Charles Register provide a holistic view of the traffic mortality situation. ―Traffic 

fatalities and economic growth‖ by Kopits and Cropper emphasizes that a non-linear relationship 

exists between per capita income and traffic mortality. As per capita income rises, traffic fatality 

risk (measured as fatalities/ population) increases, but begins to decline at ―$8600 (1985 

international dollars)‖
13

. Figure 4 taken from Anbarci’s paper ―Traffic Fatalities and Public Sector 

Corruption‖ illustrates this relationship.          Figure 4: Fatality Risk and Per Capita Income, 1975- 200014 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

The explanation for this trend is that at low per capita income levels, few can afford to have cars 

and countries as a whole tend to be less industrialized, thus the chance of being killed in a traffic 

accident decreases. As income increases, motorization rates increase, the population becomes more 

urban, and traffic becomes more dense thereby increasing the probability of traffic accidents. 

Beyond a certain point, two main factors come into play which ―slow the growth in the negative 

externality or even reverse the rate of traffic fatalities‖—(1) private actions related to individuals 

such as ―increased driving experience… and increase experience with sharing roads‖ and (2) 

                                                 
13 Kopits and Cropper, 169 
14 Anbarci, 328 
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collective actions such as governments using the wealth for public goods like ―pedestrian 

walkways, roadway infrastructure… or driver testing and licensing‖
 15

. Based on this non-linear 

trend which has held true for many developed countries, Kopits and Cropper predict that countries 

like India will continue to experience sky rocketing traffic mortality rates which will not begin to 

decline until 2042
16

. 

 

Traffic Mortality and Risk Factors 

Anbarci, Escaleras, and Register bring Kopits and Cropper’s analysis further by examining 

an additional factor among developing countries—corruption. They believe that in developing 

countries, the collective action by governments is obstructed by poor enforcement. Results show 

that a decrease in corruption in the public sector significantly reduced traffic deaths.  

At a more regional level, studies conducted in East Asia and the Pacific, South Asia, Middle 

East and North Africa, Sub-Saharan Africa as well as throughout the OECD countries focusing on 

estimating traffic mortality and the impact of traffic legislation. For example, P. Cummings, F. P. 

Rivara, C. M. Olson and K. M. Smith examined the direct effects of legislation on traffic mortality 

rates and found that decreased alcohol use and increase use of seat belts were associated with 

substantial reductions in crash mortality; whereas the use of alcohol, lack of a seat belt, air bag, and 

motorcycle helmets were associated with smaller reductions from 1982 through 2001 in the United 

States
17

.  

 

 

 

                                                 
15 Anbarci, 328 
16 Kopits and Cropper, 176 
17 Cummings, Rivara, Olson and Smith, 148 
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Democratic Governments Promote Public Goods 

While income and legislation are strong determinants of traffic mortality, existing research on 

democracy’s positive effect on the level of provision of public goods invites an alternative but 

complementary explanation to the differences in traffic mortality between countries.  

In ―The Invisible Hand of Democracy‖, David Lake and Matthew Baum hypothesize that 

democracy has a ―positive and profound effect on the daily lives and well-being of individuals 

around the globe‖
18

. By testing their cross-sectional time series data for polity against a variety of 

public service indicators, they see that the empirical evidence supports the assertion that 

democracies provide a higher level of public services to their citizens than other regime types. 

Specifically, autocratic governments are found to provide public schooling, roads, safe water, public 

sanitation, and pollution control at levels far below that of democracies.  

In their book ―Logic of Political Survival‖, Bueno de Mesquita and Alastair Smith use the 

Selectorate Theory to explain the underlying motivation of democratic leaders. The theory explains 

the difference between regime types by comparing their winning coalition size, W (the set of people 

whose support keeps the incumbent in office). As such, democracies have large Ws, and autocracies 

small. With regards to public goods, the evidence suggests that the size of a government’s winning 

coalition ―is a significant factor promoting public goods production‖
19

. This is because as the W 

increases, governments have more incentive to provide goods that the masses desire so that they can 

gain as much of the vote share as possible. On the other hand, as W decreases, governments need 

only to provide incentives to those within the small W. As such private goods are sufficient to buy 

voter loyalty. Hence, past research has shown that democratic governments with larger winning 

coalitions tend to provide more public goods.  

                                                 
18 Lake & Baum, 588 
19 Bueno de Mesquita & Smith, 198 
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To prove that democratic governments do in fact have more incentive to provide public goods, 

Macro Gonzalez-Navarro and Climent Quintana-Domeque showed a 20% improvement in 

politician’s vote share if an ―unpaved electoral section gets fully paved under the politician’s 

watch‖. In this paper, Navarro and Domeque effectively show that politicians who depend on a 

democratic election system should provide more public goods because it does lead to a substantial 

improvement in their odds of being elected or re-elected.  

 

Effect on Traffic Policy, UN and WHO Aid Giving 

The research on traffic mortality and its relationship with income and risk factors has had great 

impact on the direction of government policies and UN/WHO aid giving.  Knowing that income per 

GDP or traffic legislation has tangible effects on traffic mortality, policies are often put into place 

with the ideology that traffic deaths will decrease as GDP of the countries improve or once 

legislations are passed. In most of the literature review above, as well as in global reports from the 

World Bank and the World Health Organization, recommendations target GDP growth and 

legislation thereby directing aid flow to these specific areas.. However the question remains if 

countries can eliminate traffic mortality simply by being richer or instituting laws. In Vito Tanzi’s 

report ―Roads to Nowhere: How Corruption in Public Investment Hurts Growth‖, we are reminded 

that often the act of investing money or instating laws can merely be a superficial performance 

leading to ―roads pocked with potholes soon after completion‖
20

. Instead, what is necessary is to 

find a way to measure the quality and not just the quantity of public good provision. This is where a 

gap in the literature exists which previous research done on how governments impact public good 

provision can help to bridge. Thus building upon the literature review, apart from looking at GDP 

                                                 
20 Tanzi, 5 
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per capita and legislation as important determinants of traffic mortality rates, it is also necessary to 

examine democracy as a potential determinant of traffic deaths. 

 

III. Research Question 

As seen from Figures 2 and 3, the provision of traffic related public goods such as legislation, 

healthcare, and road infrastructure directly impact the level of traffic mortality. Due to their social 

marginal benefits, public goods (traffic related or otherwise) face the problem of under-provision by 

the for-profit sectors. To the benefit or detriments of their citizens, governments are often left with 

the sole responsibility of providing these goods. Therefore, this paper will investigate if different 

government types (from autocracies to democracies) differ significantly in their levels of providing 

public goods. Specifically, the level of public good provision can be seen in the quantity and quality 

goods provided, and this report will focus on traffic mortality rates as an overall indicator for both 

as illustrated in Figure 5. The questions to investigate are (1) if government types and traffic 

mortality rates are significantly correlated and (2) if they are, which types of governments will take 

greater care in ensuring the quality of infrastructure, traffic regulations, and post-injury healthcare.  

Figure 5. Traffic Mortality Rates as an Indicator of public good provision 

    

 

 

 

Hypothesis 

H1:  At the same GDP level, democratic governments will have fewer traffic deaths than non-

democratic governments. 
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H2:  Democratic governments will have fewer traffic deaths than non-democratic governments 

primarily because they provide more traffic related public goods like traffic legislation. 

H3:  Over time, when GDP levels increase, democratic governments are more able to transform 

the wealth into public goods that will help reduce traffic deaths. 

 

The first hypothesis is that at the same GDP levels, an increase in democracy will lead to 

lower traffic mortality rates. Due to the electoral system, democratic governments have more of an 

incentive to effectively provide traffic related public goods so that they will be able to maintain vote 

share and support among their large winning coalition.  

Next, based on the literature review, it appears traffic legislation has had a significant ability 

to reduce traffic deaths. As such, the second hypothesis predicts that democratic countries are able 

to reduce the amount of traffic deaths because they implement traffic related legislation such as seat 

belt laws and drunk driving laws. As regional studies have shown, certain specific laws have turned 

out to be more significant than others, but Hypothesis 2 will test various traffic legislations across a 

broader spectrum of countries.  

Finally, Hypothesis 3 predicts that if democracies do in fact reduce traffic deaths, this 

relationship will hold true especially in countries with high GDPs because there is more available 

national wealth to be spent on public goods. On the other hand, autocracies with high GDPs will 

have less incentives to provide traffic related public goods because (1) they only need to provide 

private goods to their small winning coalition, and (2) they are not incentivized by the ―prevention 

is cheaper than cure‖ argument since they are less obliged by the public to provide post accident 

healthcare and insurance payouts. At lower levels of GDP, the difference between public good 
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provisions for both democracies and autocracies will be negligible, since neither of the regimes will 

have the capital to invest in traffic related public goods. 

 

IV. Data Description 

Table 1. An Overview of the Basic Data 

Variable Description Observations Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Source
21

 

Dependent Variables 

Traffic Deaths2007 
Traffic Deaths per 

100,000 people (2007) 178 Nations 19.40 10.24 1.70 48.40 WHO 

Traffic Deaths 

Traffic Deaths per 

100,000 people from 

(1995-2008) 

677,  

50 Nations 6.90 2.93 0.69 19.40 WHO 

Independent Variable 

Polity Score (Polity+10)/20 4,627 0.58 0.36 0.00 1.00 Polity IV 

 

Dependent Variable: Traffic Mortality 

To test the relationship between government types and their provision of traffic related 

public goods, traffic mortality was used as the dependent variable. As mentioned above
22

, traffic 

mortality will proxy the level of traffic related public goods— where a low traffic mortality will 

indicate a high quantity and high quality of traffic related public goods.  

As defined by the Convention of Road Traffic (Vienna 1968), a road death is ―deemed to 

have occurred when a person injured dies within 30 days of the crash (and as a result of the 

crash)‖
23

. This definition is contentious across countries and brings up a big issue of under-

recording and under-reporting (see final paragraph of this section).  For the purposes of this paper, 

traffic mortality will be measured as the number of traffic deaths per 100,000 people and values 

                                                 
21 See Appendix 1 for legend 
22 See section on Research Question 
23 Jacobs, Thomas, Astrop, 6 
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have been taken from WHO’s traffic statistics database as well as the WHO’s Global Burden of 

Disease database.  

Traffic mortality will be analyzed as two main datasets—(1) ―Traffic Deaths 2007‖ which 

consists of cross-sectional country year data from 2007 for 178 countries and (2) ―Traffic Deaths‖ 

which is a cross-sectional time series country year data ranging from 1995-2008 for 50 countries. 

Other fatality related measures used by previous research also included the rate of motorization 

(vehicles per 1000 people) and fatalities per vehicle (traffic deaths per vehicle). However, Report 

445 from the Transport Research Laboratory, the main independent transport and research 

consulting firm that provides amalgamated traffic death statistics, notes that the WHO uses a 

different method to estimate deaths. The WHO bases its method on ―registered deaths and health 

sector data‖ thereby producing higher estimates than those using official police statistics‖
24

. As such 

I have chosen to focus on the WHO cross-sectional data from 2007 since it corrects for the under-

reporting from definitional mistake and police oversight. However, I will also include the WHO 

cross-sectional time series data uncorrected for under-reporting because it is comparable across 50 

countries from 1998-2008 and it will be able to give us a more temporal view of traffic morality.  

Figure 6 shows the histogram for the spread of the data in the cross-sectional dataset, and 

figure 7 shows the histogram for the spread of the data in the cross-sectional time series data set. 

From figure 6, we can see that the mean number of traffic deaths per year is 20 out of 100,000 

people. To contextualize this number, highly developed and economically wealthy countries like the 

Netherlands and Singapore boast some of the lowest levels of traffic deaths (about 2 deaths/ 

100,000 people per year) while Iraq and Afghanistan top the other end of the spectrum with 48 

deaths/ 100,000 people per year. The US is slightly below the mean with 14 deaths/ 100,000 people 

per year. On the other hand, figure 6 shows a much lower mean of 7 deaths/ 100,000 people per 

                                                 
24 Jacobs, Thomas, Astrop, 2 
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year and this can be explained by the underreporting. By running a simple regression between the 

two different sources of traffic fatality data, we find that (1) the data does not overlap, thereby only 

giving us about 30 observations and (2) for the observations available, there is a significant 

relationship with the corrected data being about twice that of the non-corrected
25

. The lack of data is 

due to the fact that the time series data is predominantly only available for democracies
26

.  

Figure 6. Traffic Deaths in 2007   Figure 7. Traffic Deaths from 1995-2008 

 

Independent Variable: Level of Democracy 

 Rather than use per capita income or legislation as the independent variable, the main 

independent variable in this paper will be the level of democracy which will be measured by the 

variable ―Polity score‖ on a 0 to 1 scale. Here, a score of 1 indicates being the most democratic, 0 

the least, and democracies will be regarded as countries with a score of 0.8 or more. In figures 8 and 

9, we see that democracy values for the cross-sectional and cross-sectional time series data are 

skewed, with much more data on democratic countries than non-democratic countries. This is not 

unusual, since democratic countries are more likely to be part of international organizations (such as 

                                                 
25 See Appendix 2 
26 See Appendix 3  
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the UN, WHO and WB) and also more willing to be transparent when reporting country 

information.  

Figure 8. Histogram for Polity Score in 2007  Figure 9. Histogram for Polity Score from 1995-2008 

     

 

The Issue of Under-Reporting, Missing Data  

In the study of traffic mortality, cross-sectional multi-country time series data has been 

disputed regularly. Firstly, unlike data on GDP or population, traffic mortality data has not always 

been historically monitored the way it is now—thus leading to a large amount of missing data. 

Secondly, even when data is present, issues of (1) misreporting due to a different understanding of 

what a ―traffic accident‖ is, (2) recording deficiencies, and (3) non-reporting to the police occur, 

making the data not as accurate as it should be. Currently, data on traffic mortality can be found in 2 

ways—(1) regionally for selected countries and (2) aggregated through public information providers 

like the WHO and WB or private traffic consultancies at exorbitant prices (~$2000 from the IRF for 

2003-2007 data). Hence, a big hurdle to comparable data appears to be the fragmentation of the 

system and the establishment of too many small systems without a unified system. From my 

research, the WHO and WB have the most number of observations over the largest spread of 

countries available for public access. While the data is still incomplete and skewed towards 
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democracies, recent data tends to be more complete, indicating a growing focus on transport data 

that will be helpful to future research. 

 

Controls 

Controls used in this paper can be grouped into 5 main types—(1) Country descriptors, (2) Road 

Usage data, (3) GDP data, (4) Road Legislation and (5) Interaction variables. A summary of the 

variables used can be found in Table 2 but it is important to note that although many of the variables 

have over 1000 available observations, when combined with traffic legislation or traffic mortality 

data, the actual number of observations used only ranges from 50-200 observations. Since the data 

is cross-sectional, it is important that the regression models used will take into consideration that 

countries have different predispositions.  

Country descriptor variables like ―life expectancy‖ and ―secondary school enrollment rates‖ 

were included to make countries more comparable. For instance, countries which are less 

predisposed to diseases will have fewer traffic deaths because in countries with poor sanitation and 

ill health, traffic accident victims are more likely to suffer from complications post-accident and 

die, thereby increasing mortality rates. Similarly, education levels were measured to see if literacy 

rates affected how well laws were bring communicated to the masses. 

Road usage data was coded for in 5 ways—population density, the percentage of the urban 

population, vehicles per 1000 people, vehicles per 1 km of road, and population per 1 km of road. 

Road usage data has featured prominently in previous research since it directly affects the level of 

traffic accidents. For example, a more densely populated country is more likely to see traffic 

accidents than a less dense one because there may be more cars or people on the streets. Similarly, a 
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country which has more cars and more people per kilometer of road will have a greater probability 

of traffic accidents on the road.  

GDP data was included since democracies are often associated with higher levels of income, so 

it was necessary to isolate the effect of democracy without allowing income to be the driver of the 

relationship between democracy and traffic mortality. 

Similarly, risk factors like the amount and type of road legislation was also accounted for using 

data from the WHO. This was to see if there was really an effect of legislation on deaths at a global 

level rather than at a regional level. Due to the small amount of data available on traffic legislation, 

the variable ―Traffic Law Data available‖ was also included to test if there was a selection bias in 

the reporting of data and if it affected the relationships observed.  

 Finally interaction terms were also used in the regression to see how combinations of 

important indicators like democracy and GDP affected the traffic mortality rate together. 

 

Table 2. Summary Table of Controls used 

Variable Description Observations Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Source 

Country Descriptors 

Life Expectancy 

Life Expectancy at birth, total 

years 4,995 64.81 10.44 26.41 82.63 WB 

Secondary Sch 

Enroll 

Ratio of children enrolled in 

secondary  1,581 65.35 25.51 1.24 99.94 WB 

        

Road Usage Data 

Pop Density 

Midyear population divided by 

land area in square kilometers 7,443 304.79 1,485.55 0.14 19,416.29 WB 

Urban Pop Urban population (% of total) 7,334 52.99 24.19 4.30 100.00 WB 

Vehicles per 1000p 

Estimated Motor Vehicles Per 

1000 Passengers 5,642 214.46 227.51 0.30 867.50 Derived 

Vehicles per km 

Estimated Vehicles per 

kilometer of road 4,185 38.42 50.21 0.05 368.50 Derived 

 Pop per km 

Estimated Total Population 

over the total number of roads 5,487 341.70 428.45 20.37 3,322.77 Derived 

GDP Data 

GDP growth GDP growth (annual %) 6,407 3.40 5.90 -51.03 106.28 WB 
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V. Research Methodology 

Hypothesis 1 

In H1, I predicted that controlling for GDP, democratic governments would have fewer traffic 

deaths than non-democratic governments. Model 1 measures the effect of democracy on traffic 

deaths for 2007. Model 2 measures the effect of democracy on traffic deaths in 2007 controlling for 

road usage measures like the percentage of the urban population, vehicles per 1000 people, vehicles 

per kilometer of road and population per kilometer of road as well as the GDP growth and GDP per 

capita of the country. Model 3 takes the same variables as Model 2, but additionally controls for the 

existing life expectancy and secondary school enrollment rates in 2007.  

GDP per capita 

GDP per capita (constant 2000 

US$)    4,879 7.61 1.60 4.13 11.67 WB 

Road Legislations 

Drunk Law National drink-driving law 175 0.95 0.20 0.00 1.00 WHO 

Speed Limit Law National speed limits 177 0.99 0.08 0.50 1.00 WHO 

Seat Belt Law National seat-belt law 176 0.86 0.34 0.00 1.00 WHO 

Pre Hospital Care 

Formal pre-hospital care 

system 176 0.76 0.43 0.00 1.00 WHO 

Emergency hotline 

Universal access telephone 

number for pre-hospital care 135 0.90 0.21 0.00 1.00 WHO 

Helmet Law 

National motorcycle helmet 

law 177 0.90 0.29 0.00 1.00 WHO 

Safety Strategy National road safety strategy 167 0.71 0.40 0.00 1.00 WHO 

No. of Traffic Laws 

Number of Traffic Laws if 

reported 107 6.36 0.78 3.00 7.00 Derived 

Traffic Law Data 

Available 

Whether or not Traffic Law 

data was available in 2007 252 0.43 0.50 0.00 1.00 Derived 

Others 

demautGDP 

Interaction term of Polity and 

GDP 4,056 4.78 3.35 0.00 10.65 Derived 

lgdppccon2 GDP per capita squared 4,879 60.46 24.98 17.06 136.14 Derived 

demautGDP2 

Interaction term of Polity and 

GDP per capita squared 4,056 39.21 33.30 0.00 113.39 Derived 
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1. The Simple Regression 

Traffic Deaths 2007 = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + ɛ 

2. The Basic Regression (Road Usage Data, GDP data) 

Traffic Deaths 2007 = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (urban pop) + β3 (vehicles per 1000p) 

+ β4 (vehicles per km) + β5 (pop per km) + β6 (GDP growth percent) + β7 (log GDP per cap) 

+ ɛ 

3. The Basic Education, Life Expectancy Regression 

Traffic Deaths 2007 = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (life expectancy) + β3 (sec school 

enroll) + β4 (urban pop) + β5 (vehicles per 1000p) + β6 (vehicles per km) + β7 (pop per km) + 

β8 (GDP growth percent) + β9 (log GDP per cap) + ɛ 

 

While cross-sectional data analysis will enable to help us see a wide range of countries and test 

the relationship between democracy and traffic mortality with a wider range of controls, a cross- 

sectional time series data allows us to see the effect of democracy on traffic mortality over time. 

Model 4 uses the time series cross-sectional data and measures the effect of democracy on traffic 

deaths ranging from 1995-2008 controlling for the percentage of the urban population and the GDP 

per capita. Model 5 adds controls for life expectancy and year as a proxy for technological 

improvements to Model 4.  

4. The Basic Time Series Regression 

Traffic Deaths = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (urban pop) + β3 (log GDP per cap) + ɛ 

5. The Basic Time Series Regression with technology 

Traffic Deaths = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (life expectancy) + β3 (urban pop) + β4 (log 

GDP per cap) + β5 (year) + ɛ 
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To fully utilize the time series cross-sectional data for traffic deaths, Model 6 does a fixed 

effects analysis of the effect of democracy on traffic deaths ranging from 1995-2008 controlling for 

the urban population and GDP per capita. Model 7 is Model 6 with an additional control for life 

expectancy. In this way we can see if democracies significantly reduced more traffic deaths than 

non democracies over time. 

6. The Fixed Effects Model (Times Series) 

Traffic Deaths = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (urban pop) + β3 (log GDP per cap) + ɛ 

7. The Fixed Effects Model with Life Expectancy (Times Series) 

Traffic Deaths = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (life expectancy) + β3 (urban pop) + β4 (log 

GDP per cap) + ɛ 

 

Hypothesis 2 

Hypothesis 2 predicts that democratic governments will have fewer traffic deaths than non-

democratic governments primarily because they provide more traffic related public goods like 

traffic legislation. This was tested by bringing in legislation data from the WHO. Model 8 measures 

the effect of democracy on traffic deaths in 2007, controlling for road usage, GDP and 7 types of 

legislation (existence of a drunk law, speed limit law, seat belt law, pre hospital care, an emergency 

hotline, helmet law and safety strategy). Since some of the legislations were less prominently 

featured than the others, I used only 3 core legislations (seat belt law, pre-hospital care and a 

national safety strategy) in Model 9. These 3 core legislations were determined by measuring the 
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effect of all the legislations against traffic deaths and selecting only the ones that were significant
27

. 

Model 10 was essentially Model 9 with additional controls for life expectancy and education.  

 

8. The Basic Legislation Regression  

Traffic Deaths 2007 = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (urban pop) + β3 (vehicles per 1000p) 

+ β4 (vehicles per km) + β5 (pop per km) + β6 (GDP growth percent) + β7 (log GDP per cap) 

+ β8 (Drunk Law) + β9 (Speed Limit Law) + β10(Seat Belt Law) + β11 (Pre hospital care) + 

β12 (Emergency hotline) + β13 (Helmet Law) + β14 (Safety Strategy) + ɛ 

9. The Basic Regression (with core legislations
28

) 

Traffic Deaths 2007 = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (urban pop) + β3 (vehicles per 1000p) 

+ β4 (vehicles per km) + β5 (pop per km) + β6 (GDP growth percent) + β7 (log GDP per cap) 

+ β8(Seat Belt Law) + β9 (Pre hospital care) + β10 (Safety Strategy) + ɛ 

10. The Basic Regression (with core legislations, life expectancy and education
29

) 

Traffic Deaths 2007 = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (life expectancy) + β3 (sec school 

enroll) + β4 (urban pop) + β5 (vehicles per 1000p) + β6 (vehicles per km) + β7 (pop per km) + 

β8 (GDP growth percent) + β9 (log GDP per cap) + β10 (Seat Belt Law) + β11 (Pre hospital 

care) + β12 (Safety Strategy) + ɛ 

 

Model 11 took out road usage data and measured the effect of democracy on traffic deaths in 

2007 controlling for GDP and the 3 core legislations. This was done so as to increase the amount of 

data to test. Instead of measuring individual legislations, Model 12 uses amalgamated traffic 

legislation information to score each country. In the variable ―Number of Traffic Laws‖, countries 

                                                 
27 See Appendix 4 
28 Seat Belt, Pre Hospital Care and Safety Strategy  
29 Seat Belt, Pre Hospital Care and Safety Strategy 
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received a point for each reported, available traffic law. Hence, Model 12 measures the effect of 

democracy on traffic deaths in 2007 controlling for GDP and the number of traffic laws a country 

has. Model 13 takes Model 12 1 step further to see if there is a significant effect of democratic law 

makers versus non-democratic law makers. 

11. The Core Legislation Regression (without road usage) 

Traffic Deaths 2007 = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β3 (GDP growth percent) + β4 (log GDP 

per cap) + β5 (Seat Belt Law) + β6 (Pre hospital care) + β7 (Safety Strategy) + ɛ 

12. The Existing  Legislation Regression  

Traffic Deaths 2007 = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (GDP growth percent) + β3 (log GDP 

per cap) + β4 (Number of Traffic Laws) + ɛ 

13. The Existing Legislation Regression interacting democratic lawmakers  

Traffic Deaths 2007 = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (GDP growth percent) + β3 (log GDP 

per cap) + β4 (Number of Traffic Laws) + β5 (Demaut Law) + ɛ 

 

Hypothesis 3 

Hypothesis 3 predicts that when GDP levels increase, democratic governments are more able to 

transform the wealth into public goods and that will help reduce traffic deaths. For this hypothesis, 

Model 14 uses Model 2 as a base, but includes an interaction term ―demautGDP‖, which checks if 

rich democracies have a greater and more significant effect on traffic mortality rates. 

14. The Basic Regression with demaut and GDP interaction  

Traffic Deaths 2007 = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (urban pop) + β3 (vehicles per 1000p) 

+ β4 (vehicles per km) + β5 (pop per km) + β6 (GDP growth percent) + β7 (log GDP per cap) 

+ β8 (demautGDP)+ ɛ 
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Due to the existing literature that emphasizes the significance of GDP per capita on traffic 

deaths, Model 15 is a non-linear version of Model 14 that will try to account for the documented 

non-linear relationship between GDP per capita and traffic mortality by adding (log GDP per cap)
2
, 

and demaut(GDP)
2
. Model 16 additionally controls for life expectancy in Model 15. 

15. The Non Linear GDP
2
 Regression  

Traffic Deaths 2007 = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (urban pop) + β3 (vehicles per 1000p) 

+ β4 (vehicles per km) + β5 (pop per km) + β6 (GDP growth percent) + β7 (log GDP per cap) 

+ β8 (demautGDP)+ β9 (log GDP per cap)
2
 + β10 (demautGDP

2
)+ ɛ 

16. The Non Linear GDP
2 
Regression with life expectancy 

Traffic Deaths 2007 = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (life expectancy) + β3 (urban pop) + β4 

(vehicles per 1000p) + β5 (vehicles per km) + β6 (pop per km) + β7 (GDP growth percent) + 

β8 (log GDP per cap) + β9 (demautGDP)+ β10 (log GDP per cap)
2
 + β11 (demautGDP

2
)+ ɛ 

 

Using the cross-sectional time series data, Model 17 measures the effect of democracy on traffic 

deaths controlling for the percentage of urban population, GDP, rich democracies and the non-linear 

effect of GDP on traffic deaths. Model 18 does the same including life expectancy. 

17. The Non Linear GDP
2 
Regression (Time Series) 

Traffic Deaths = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (urban pop) + β3 (log GDP per cap) + β4 

(demautGDP)+ β5 (log GDP per cap)
2
 + β6 (demautGDP

2
)+ ɛ  

18. The Non Linear GDP
2 
Regression with life expectancy (Time Series) 

Traffic Deaths = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (life expectancy) + β3 (urban pop) + β4 (log 

GDP per cap) + β5 (demautGDP)+ β6 (log GDP per cap)
2
 + β7 (demautGDP

2
)+ ɛ  
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Finally, in Model 19 I also apply fixed effects to the non-linear Model 17 and Model 20 is 

Model 19 with additional controls for life expectancy. 

19. The Fixed Effect Non Linear GDP
2
Model (Time Series) 

Traffic Deaths = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (urban pop) + β3 (log GDP per cap) + β4 

(demautGDP)+ β5 (log GDP per cap)
2
 + β6 (demautGDP

2
)+ ɛ  

20. The Fixed Effect Non Linear GDP
2
Model with Life Expectancy (Time Series) 

Traffic Deaths = β0 + β1 (democracy score) + β2 (life expectancy) + β3 (urban pop) + β4 (log 

GDP per cap) + β5 (demautGDP)+ β6 (log GDP per cap)
2
 + β7 (demautGDP

2
)+ ɛ  

 

VI. Analysis 

To test my hypothesis, I carried out the regression analysis, fixed effect, and random effect 

analysis on both the cross-sectional and cross-sectional time series data. In Models 6, 7, 19 and 20, I 

first ran the fixed effects model and then the random effects model. Through the Hausman test, I 

determined that the fixed effects model was more appropriate for all my data because the prob>chi
2
 

was less than 0.05 in all models
30

. 

 

Hypothesis 1 Analysis Results: H1 Validated 

Democracy Reduces Death 

In Hypothesis 1, we wanted to investigate if democratic governments were better than non-

democratic governments in reducing traffics. For the cross-sectional data, Models 1, 2 and 3 showed 

that being a democracy significantly lowers traffics deaths despite controlling for life expectancy, 

education, road usage, and GDP. Specifically, being a democracy instead of an autocracy resulted in 

a reduction of approximately 6 deaths out of a 100 000 people a year. What this means, is that in a 

                                                 
30 See Appendix 5 
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democratic country like the US with a population of about 300 million, being autocratic would 

result in the deaths of about 18,000 more people a year from traffic accidents (which is about 43% 

of the current traffic deaths). Similarly if autocratic Vietnam (approximately 85 million people) 

were to be democratic, there could potentially be 5100 lives saved per year from traffic accidents 

(which is about 38% of the current number of traffic deaths).  

With the cross-sectional time series models, Model 4 and 5 show that the effect of democracy 

on traffic mortality becomes much smaller though the negative relationship still holds. However, 

since doing a simple regression on the time series data causes each observation to be treated like a 

unique country, fixed effects were run in Model 6 and 7. In these models, we witness the reverse—

an increase in the level of democracy leads to higher levels of traffic fatality. However, this can be 

explained by the fact that most democratic countries have stayed democratic over a long period of 

time, preventing the polity score variable from capturing the true effect of democracy. Instead, the 

fixed effect model is capturing a handful of countries that have democratized over the past few 

years. Among these countries, most are rapidly growing their economies, causing an increase in 

motorization and urbanization, thereby leading to more traffic deaths. This problematic use of the 

fixed effect model in a time series, cross-sectional dataset with continuous dependent variables, has 

previously been addressed by Nathaniel Beck and Jonathan N. Katz, in their paper ―Throwing the 

Baby Out with the Bath Water‖
31

. 

 

Road usage does not matter significantly; People learn better road safety over time  

Increases in the urban population, vehicles per 1000 people, and population per kilometer of 

road expectedly increased traffic deaths. However, increases in vehicles per road decreased deaths, 

                                                 
31

 Beck & Katz, 491 
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which support the WHO finding that vulnerable road users who do not drive cars make up a 

significant proportion of traffic mortality. What this implies is that on roads, it is not necessarily the 

quantity of motor vehicles that causes accidents but that density of people both in cars and on 

bicycles, motorbikes, as well as pedestrians that cause an increase in traffic mortality risk.   

Although the road usage statistics were not significant in influencing traffic mortality rates, 

controlling for life expectancy and education made increases in urban population and population per 

kilometer of road significant in increasing traffic mortality. This is because countries with higher 

life expectancies generally tend to be well-developed countries with strong healthcare systems that 

could prevent traffic accidents from becoming traffic deaths. As such, controlling for these more 

developed healthcare systems, we see that countries with a great urban population and a greater 

number of population per kilometer of road significantly increased traffic deaths. Also, an increase 

in education also saw a decrease in traffic deaths but it was not significant.  

The cross-sectional time series models did not include most of the measures of road usage due 

to shortages in the data. However, an increase in the percentage of the urban population was seen to 

decrease traffic deaths significantly in the fixed effect Models 6 and 7. What this may imply is that 

within nations, an increase in the urban population over time could bring with it more experience 

and more infrastructure that help to reduce the likelihood of a traffic accident. This finding also 

confirms the existence of private actions and public goods over time, which reverse the rate of 

traffic fatalities.  

 

Wealth significantly reduces traffic deaths 

Finally, we see that an increase in the logged GDP per capita reduced deaths significantly, with 

an increase in 1 unit of logged GDP per capita resulting in a decrease of 5 deaths per 100,000 
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people in 2007. This negative relationship between GDP and traffic deaths recurred in Models 2 and 

4 which used cross-sectional data, and again in Models 6 and 7, which used cross-sectional time 

series data. However, when life expectancy was controlled for in Models 3, 5, and 7, the mitigating 

effects of wealth on traffic deaths reversed—with an increase in wealth causing more deaths. This 

could be explained by the fact that if countries have a high life expectancy, they are likely to already 

be developed and well equipped with good healthcare systems, hence in Models 3, 5, and 7, 

controlling for life expectancy allows us to see the effect of wealth on countries that are not as 

developed. At these lower levels of development, a small increase in wealth causes rapid and 

disproportionate motorization and urbanization without the positive factors that come with 

development (healthcare, driving experience), hence leading to more traffic deaths. 

Table 1. Hypothesis 1: Do democratic governments perform better than non-democratic governments at reducing traffics deaths? 

Variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 FE Model 7 FE 

 

Traffic Deaths 2007 

(XS) 

Traffic Deaths 2007 

(XS) 

Traffic Deaths 2007 

(XS) 

Traffic Deaths 

(XS TS) 

Traffic Deaths 

(XS TS) 

Traffic Deaths 

(XS TS) 

Traffic Deaths 

(XS TS) 

        
Polity Score -12.7***(2.34) -6.93***(2.52) -5.19** (2.49) -1.67***(0.6) -0.52 (0.58) 0.65(0.93) 2.13***(0.79) 

        
Life Expectancy 

  

-0.56*** (0.14) 

 

-0.48 ***(0.1) 

 

-0.89***(0.07) 

Secondary Sch Enroll     -0.046 (0.048)         

        
Urban Pop 

 

0.07(0.05) 0.132 **(0.059) -0.005(0.008) 0.0083 (0.008) -0.11*(0.065) 0.18*** (0.06) 

Vehicles per 1000p 

 

0.005(0.007) 0.00073(0.007) 

    
Vehicles per road 

 

-0.02(0.26) -0.008 (0.024) 

    
Pop per road   0.0048(0.003) 0.0067**(0.003)         

        
GDP growth 

 

-0.31(0.2) -0.029 (0.2) 

    
Logged GDP per capita   -4.8***(1.2) -1.28 (1.28) -1.48***(0.1) 0.023 (0.21) -3.44*** (0.4) 0.51** *(0.46) 

        
Year 

    
-0.017 (0.027) 

  
Constant 29.0***(1.8) 58.0***(7.11) 65.6***(8.31) 22.5***(1.04) 76.3(53.1) 45.8***(4.66) 55.0***(4.1) 

No. of Observations 147 102 92 552 548 552 548 

R-squared 0.169 0.568 0.662 0.308 0.409 0.17(Within) 0.37(Within) 

      
0.21(Between) 0.16(Between) 

            0.25(All) 0.20(All) 

***Indicates 1% level of significance.  ** Indicates 5% level of significance.  * Indicates 10% level of significance.   

XS Indicates Cross Sectional Data. XSTS Indicates Cross Sectional Time Series Data. Standard Errors are given in parenthesis. 
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Democracies VS Non- Democracies Significantly Different      

 To understand if there is a real difference between the levels of traffic mortality for 

democratic and non-democratic governments, I ran both a T test and a two sample Mann Whitney 

test, and found that for 178 countries (178 observations), we can reject the null hypothesis that there 

is no difference between the means of traffic mortality in democratic versus non-democratic 

countries
32

. This confirms Hypothesis 1 that democracies have a significantly lower mean of traffic 

fatalities than non-democracies.       

To further illustrate this, we can see from the Kdensity graph in figure 9 that democracies 

generally have fewer traffic deaths in their countries than non-democracies. The negative 

relationship between democracy and traffic deaths can also be illustrated by the simple regression 

model in figure 10, but due to the non-linear scatter of the data, it seems likely that there are other 

factors at play. 

 

Figure10. Kdensity Traffic Deaths    Figure 11. Democracy and Traffic Deaths  

 

 

                                                 
32 See Appendix 6 
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Hypothesis 2 Analysis Results: H2  not validated 

Democracies do not significantly institute more traffic legislations 

In H2, we wanted to see if democracies were able to reduce traffic deaths more than their 

non democratic peers because they instituted legislation. First, I ran a simple regression with the 

total number of legislations in each country in 2007 as the dependent variable and the level of 

democracy as the independent variable for 93 countries
33

. The results showed that an increase in 

democracy led to an increase in the total number of legislations reported, however, the effect was 

very small and insignificant. Next, I checked if democracy had an impact on whether or not 

countries reported legislation at all (be it positive or negative responses)
34

. This time, democracy 

seemed to reduce the likelihood of reporting, but once again the values were insignificant. What this 

implied was that democracies did not significantly institute more legislation or report the existence 

of legislation more or less than their non-democratic peers. 

 

Wealth brings more traffic legislation 

 Conversely, wealth was a much stronger predictor of traffic legislation than democracy. I 

did a simple regression with total number of legislations in each country in 2007 as the dependent 

variable and the logged GDP per capita as the independent variable for 98 countries
35

. The results 

showed that an increase in GDP per capita resulted in a very significant increase in the number of 

traffic legislations in a country. Not only did wealth bring more traffic legislation, but an increase 

GDP per capita also increased the likelihood that countries reported legislation. Hence, differing 

from democracy, wealth levels did in fact affect the existence of traffic legislation in a country. 

 

                                                 
33 See Appendix 7 
34 See Appendix 8 
35 See Appendix 9 
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Legislation unable to reduce death significantly 

 Although H2’s implication that democratic governments use more legislation has been 

disproved by the simple regressions above, Models 8 to 13 will test to see if legislation even has a 

significant impact on traffic deaths.   

Model 8 tested a full range of available data on traffic legislation for 68 countries in 2007 

while also controlling for road usage levels and GDP. The results seem to suggest that legislation 

was not significant in reducing traffic deaths. To increase the number of countries in the analysis 

from 68 to 84, Model 9 tests only the seat belt law, pre-hospital care and safety strategy (see 

Research Methodology for the choice of legislation used) but also finds an insignificant 

relationship. Models 10 and 11 vary the controls of life expectancy, education and road usage, but 

despite these controls, legislation still remains insignificant.  

Using an amalgamated term ―Number of traffic laws‖, Model 12 tests to see if the number of 

legislations instituted by a country in 2007 will affect the traffic mortality rate. Although an 

increase in the number of traffic laws decreases the number of traffic deaths per 100,000 people, the 

value is still insignificant.   

The results from Model 8 to Model 13 suggest that traffic legislation remains unable to 

effectively reduce traffic deaths. This is contrary to existing regional research, which has shown 

how traffic legislation decreases traffic injuries and deaths. The difference in findings may be due to 

the fact that many of the regional research papers are done in democratic countries or that the 

implementation of the legislation was done under strict monitoring. As such, it may be that regional 

research papers on road traffic legislation primarily looks at the outcomes of effective traffic 

legislation while this paper examines a broader dataset of traffic legislation—both effectively and 

non-effectively implemented.  
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Table 3. Hypothesis 2: Do democracies achieve a lower rate of traffic deaths by instituting more legislation? 

Variable Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 Model 11 Model 12 Model 13 

 

Traffic Deaths 

2007 (XS) 

Traffic Deaths 

2007 (XS) 

Traffic Deaths 

2007(XS) 

Traffic Deaths 

2007(XS) 

Traffic Deaths 

2007(XS) 

Traffic Deaths 

2007(XS) 

       
Polity Score -9.12***(3.4) -6.31**(2.75) -5.37*(2.8) -9.88***(2.38) -9.44***(3.09) -9.92(33.1) 

       
Life Expectancy 

  

-0.513***(0.162) 

   
Secondary Sch Enroll     -0.064(0.0559)       

       
Urban Pop 0.08(0.08) 0.084(0.064) 0.16**(0.069) 

 

0.1**(0.067) 0.1**(0.067) 

Vehicles per 1000p -0.002(0.011) -0.00061(0.0083) -0.002(0.0085) 

 

-0.0027(0.01) -0.0027(0.01) 

Vehicles per road -0.052(0.04) -0.034(0.032) -0.00771(0.0332) 

 

-0.047(0.037) -0.047(0.037) 

Pop per road 0.007(0.006) 0.0059*(0.003) 0.0079**(0.003)   0.0055(0.0056) 0.0055(0.0056) 

       
GDP growth -0.46*(0.27) -0.52**(0.22) -0.202(0.234) -0.31*(0.18) -0.56**(0.24) -0.56**(0.24) 

Logged GDP per capita -3.17**(1.55) -4.45***(1.32) -1.66(1.49) -3.11***(0.58) -3.77***(1.41) -3.77***(1.41) 

       
Drunk Law 2.75(4.42) 

  

 

  
Speed Limit Law 5.33(10.9) 

  

 

  
Seat Belt Law -2.26(4.03) 3.79(3.1) 4.4(3.26) -0.15(2.54) 

  
Pre Hospital Care 7.15(5.95) -0.27(2.2) 2.02(2.36) -1.39(1.83) 

  
Emergency hotline -0.73(5.38) 

  

 

  
Helmet Law -0.73(5.37) 

  

 

  
Safety Strategy -3.37(2.72) -3.15(2.27) -1.61(2.36) -2.54(1.96) 

  
Number of Traffic Laws 

    

-0.20(1.34) -0.25(4.04) 

DemautLaw         

 

0.074 (5.06) 

Constant 40.29**(16.48) 55.62***(8.1) 62.12***(9.85) 56.40***(4.0) 55.09***(11.51) 55.45***(27.44) 

Observations 68 84 74 116 68 68 

R-squared 0.60 0.59 0.67 0.46 0.57 0.57 

Adjusted R-Square 0.49 0.53 0.61 0.48 0.51 0.50 

***Indicates 1% level of significance.  **Indicates 5% level of significance.   *Indicates 10% level of significance.   

XS Indicates Cross Sectional Data. XSTS Indicates Cross Sectional Time Series Data. Standard Errors are given in parenthesis. 

 

Democracies are better at implementing legislation 

Despite the fact that Hypothesis 2 (which predicts the democracies use legislation to reduce 

traffic deaths) has been disproved by the fact that (1) democracies do not institute more legislation 

and (2) legislation does not significantly reduce traffic deaths, existing research done at a regional 

level suggests that specific legislations, when undertaken well, do in fact reduce traffic accidents. 
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Hence, to test if the difference between my findings and regional findings are due to a difference in 

implementation, I examine if traffic legislation is more effective under democracy since democratic 

leaders are held more accountable by their voters and hence have a greater impetus to ensure 

effective implementation.  

First, I test this with Model 13 which uses an interaction term DemautLaw to examine if 

democratic law makers are better at reducing traffic deaths. The result shows the converse—that 

democratic law makers increase traffic deaths, however, the data is insignificant. Next,  using 

Model 9, I have create three sub Models 9a, 9b, and 9c, where each model has an interaction term 

specific to one of the three core legislations. For instance, Model 9a measures if democracies with a 

seat belt law are more able to reduce traffic laws than non-democracies with a seat belt law.  

Of the three sub models, only 9b shows highly significant results, indicating that when there 

is an increase in pre-hospital care, traffic fatality actually increases. However, if the pre-hospital 

care is given in a democratic country, there is a very large and significant fall in traffic fatalities. 

What this implies is that generally pre hospital care is likely to be given in countries with high 

numbers of traffic accidents but when we look specifically at democratic countries; their pre 

hospital care significantly reduces deaths because the quality of the public good is high.  

As such, we can see that on its own, traffic legislation is not able to make a significant 

impact on traffic mortality rates, but when examined individually and in relation to democracy, 

specific laws are able to reduce traffic deaths especially when implemented by democracies. This 

may be due to the fact that merely instituting a law is simple, but only democratic governments will 

take the effort to properly enforce it and make sure the public is benefitting from it since their vote 

share depends on it. 
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Table 4. Submodels examining democratic legislators 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Democracy and Non Democracies do not disproportionally report legislation data 

Due to the fact that legislation data is scarce, it is likely that the insignificance of the 

legislation-fatality relationship might be due to the fact that an insufficient number of non-

democracies are reporting. In this case, the assumption is that non-democracies have less incentives 

to report their fatality data because they are less accountable to their citizens (power survival does 

not depend on the masses). To see which type of countries have more traffic laws, I used the 

variable ―Number of Traffic Laws‖, which calculated how many measures each country reported if 

they reported any at all. Next, to see which countries were reporting traffic law data, I set up a 

variable ―Traffic Law Data Available‖, which assigned a value of 1 to countries who reported the 

Variable Model 9a Model 9b Model 9c 

 

Traffic Deaths  

2007 (XS) 

Traffic Deaths  

2007 (XS) 

Traffic Deaths 

 2007 (XS) 

    Polity Score 11.39(11.38) 6.95(5.88) -5.9(6.6) 

    Urban Pop 0.077(0.063) 0.065(0.062) 0.085(0.065) 

Vehicles per 1000p 0.00095(0.0082) 0.0055(0.008) 0.00069(0.0084) 

Vehicles per road -0.035(0.032) -0.033(0.031) -0.034(0.033) 

Pop per road 0.0065**(0.003) 0.0056*(0.0032) 0.0058*(0.0033) 

  

  

GDP growth -0.52**(0.22) -0.50**(0.22) -0.52**(0.23) 

Logged GDP per capita -4.34***(1.31) -4.79***(1.28) -4.45***(1.33) 

 

 

Seat Belt Law 16.5*(8.5) 3.38(3.0) 3.79(3.12) 

Demaut Seatbelt -18.57(11.6)   

Pre Hospital Care -0.70(2.2) 10.18**(4.65) -0.30(5.5) 

Demaut Pre Hospital  -16.54***(6.54)  

Safety Strategy -2.80(2.26) -3.02(2.19) -2.80(5.5) 

Demaut Safety Strategy   -0.55(7.96) 

 

      

Constant 42.97***(11.28) 50.41***(8.1) 55.62***(8.1) 

Observations 84 84 84 

R-squared 0.60 0.63 0.59 

Adjusted R-Square 0.54 0.57 0.53 
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traffic law availability (whether positively or not), and 0 to countries who did not report at all. First, 

we found that if a country reported traffic legislation data, it usually had a minimum of 3 laws, with 

an average of 6 out of 7 laws. What this means is that this data is skewed towards countries that are 

(1) reporting the availability of traffic legislation and (2) have traffic legislation. Thus, it is not 

surprising that an increase in traffic legislation is not resulting in a significant decrease in traffic 

deaths because the marginal decrease in traffic deaths by instituting 7 laws instead of 5 is likely to 

be much lower than if a country were to go from having no laws to 1 law.  

 However, on the issue of reporting traffic legislation availability, it did not seem that 

democracies reported more than non-democracies. Table 5 shows the availability of traffic 

legislation data in 2007 among autocracies and democracies. Out of a total number of 252 

observations, we see that 56% of autocracies reported on their traffic legislations, while only 38% 

of democracies reported theirs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To further confirm that there was no selection bias in the traffic laws reported, I ran a 

Heckman model which estimated the selection equation (whether a law was reported) and the 

outcome equation (the number of traffic laws) but did not find the results significant
36

. This runs 

                                                 
36

 See Appendix 10 

Table 5. Availability of Traffic Law Data in 2007 

   Not Available Available Total 

    Autocracy 30 39 69 

  44% 56% 100% 

    Democracy 113 70 183 

  62% 38% 100% 

    Total 143 109 252 

  57% 43% 100% 
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counter-intuitive to what we expected (the democracies would be more open about reporting), and a 

possible reason may be that democracies may not necessary report traffic information to 

international groups like the WHO, but may disclose such information freely on the internet on an 

individual basis. However, no matter what the reason is, we see that there is a large proportion of 

missing data which might have led to the insignificance of the legislation-fatality relationship. 

 

Hypothesis 3 Analysis and Results: H3 Validated 

 Hypothesis 3 predicts that as GDP levels rise over time, democratic governments are more 

able than non-democratic governments to transform the excess wealth into public goods. I test the 

importance of GDP per capita in two ways—(1) the effect of GDP on traffic mortality and (2) the 

effect of an increasing GDP on the actions of a democratic government versus non democratic 

government. 

 

 Increase in GDP decreases traffic mortality 

 To see if I received similar results to the existing literature review, I did a simple regression 

with GDP per capita in 2007 as the independent variable and traffic mortality in 2007 as the 

dependent variable. Results showed that a one unit increase in the logged GDP per capita 

significantly reduced traffic deaths by about 4 deaths per 100,000 people per year when democracy 

and road usage variables were controlled for
37

. A growth in GDP had a similar positive effect but at 

a much smaller magnitude—with a 1% growth in GDP resulting a reduction of 0.38 deaths per 

100,000 people per year. 

 

 

                                                 
37 Appendix 11 
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Rich Democracies reduce traffic mortality more effectively than Rich Autocracies 

 Model 14 measures how rich democracies affect traffic mortality rates through the use of the 

interaction term ―demautGDP‖ while controlling for democracy, road usage and GDP. The results 

show that rich democracies do decrease traffic deaths, although this effect was insignificant. 

However, controlling for life expectancy turns the result significant. This may be explained by the 

fact that in controlling for life expectancy, we are controlling the pre-existing development and 

healthcare of the country. In doing so, we are more able to see the effect of democracy and GDP 

directly acting on traffic deaths. To illustrate, figure 12 shows the scatter plot of the dependent 

variable traffic deaths against the independent variable log GDP per capita in 2007. As we can see, 

at low levels of GDP per capita, democracies, and non-democracies observe about the same number 

of traffic deaths per 100,000 people. However, with an increased amount of GDP per capita, 

democracies are more able to quickly reduce the number of traffic deaths than non-democracies. 

This can be observed from the steepness of the lines—democracies see a greater marginal decrease 

in comparison to non-democracies. The point of greatest deviation is when log GDP per capita is at 

a maximum, and we can see that rich democracies have much fewer traffic deaths than rich 

autocracies. Hence, this effectively confirms Hypothesis 3 assuming a linear model.  

Figure 12. GDP VS Traffic Mortality 
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However, since existing research has shown that GDP and traffic mortality share a non-

linear relationship, Models 15 to 20 use the variables (lgdppccon)
 2
 and demaut(GDP)

2 
to create 

non-linear models. Using the cross-sectional traffic fatality data from 2007, Model 15 shows that 

rich democracies decrease traffic deaths but also at an insignificant level. In Model 16, when life 

expectancy is controlled for, we see that the non-linear effect of GDP as well as the rich 

democracies becomes strongly significant in decreasing traffic mortality.  

To illustrate this more clearly, I have created a dummy country profile using Model 15 and 

the mean values for each variable. As such, the predicted values of democratic dummy country and 

a non-democratic dummy country over a range of logged GDP per capita values can be represented 

by the following equations: 

 

1. Democratic Dummy Country: 

Traffic Deaths 2007= 75.82 + 17.5*(logged GDP per capita) - 26.37*(logged GDP per capita)*1 -

1.32(logged GDP per capita)
2
) + 1.52*(logged GDP per capita)

 2
*1 

2. Autocratic Dummy Country: 

Traffic Deaths 2007= - 27.98 + 17.5*(logged GDP per capita) - 26.37*(logged GDP per capita)*0 -

1.32(logged GDP per capita)
 2
) + 1.52*(logged GDP per capita)

 2
*0 

  

Using a range of possible logged GDP per capita values, I created a graph that shows the non-linear 

relationship between traffic deaths and GDP. As seen in figure 13, the relationship that exists differs 

between democratic and autocratic governments. For the democratic government, an increase in 

logged GDP per capita causes a decrease in traffic deaths. On the other hand, the autocratic 
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government sees that an increase in GDP per capita first leads to an increase in traffic deaths. When 

the logged GDP per capita value of about 7 is reached, the non-democratic government then makes 

the effort to use the wealth to help decrease traffic mortality. As such, democratic governments do 

seem to maximize their wealth towards the good of the public, whereas non-democracies tend to act 

slower and less effectively. 

Figure 13. Predicted Traffic Deaths as Income Rises 

 

  

While Models 14 to 16 look at cross-sectional traffic fatality data, Models 17 to 20 will 

examine the cross-sectional time series traffic fatality data. In the cross-sectional time series Models 

17 and 18, we see that an increase in GDP per capita causes a significant decrease in traffic deaths, 

while being a rich democracy increases traffic deaths significantly. However, the data used is 

predominantly of democracies hence it is not unusual that the results are skewed in this manner. 

However, overall the non-linear relationship between rich democracies and traffic fatalities show 

that rich democracies cause a significant decrease in traffic fatality.  

 With the fixed effect Models 19 and 20, we see that within countries, increasing democracy 

over time greatly reduces traffic deaths, but rich democratic countries increase traffic deaths. Once 
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again, the issue may lie in the fixed effect model. Due to little variance in democracy scores in most 

countries, the model is magnifying the effect of democracy and GDP among a select few countries. 

Hence, if the countries getting captured by the model are rapidly developing democratic nations, it 

would make sense that a country getting richer and more democratic is rapidly industrializing and is 

facing more than expected deaths.  

Table 6. Hypothesis 3: When GDP levels rise, do democratic governments do more than non-democratic governments? 

 

Variable Model 14 Model 15 Model 16 Model 17 Model 18 Model 19 FE Model 20 FE 

 

Traffic Deaths 

2007(XS) 

Traffic Deaths 

2007(XS) 

Traffic Deaths 

2007 (XS)  

Traffic Deaths 

(XS TS) 

Traffic Deaths 

(XS TS) 

Traffic Deaths 

(XS TS) 

Traffic Deaths 

(XS TS) 

        
Polity Score 11.57(15.32) 103.8(73.6) 126.83 (63.96) -110.3**(51.3) -163.9***(46.7) -213.4***(78.3) -117.23*(72.27) 

 

       

Life Expectancy   -0.67(0.12)  -0.49***(0.051)  -0.73***(0.085) 

 

      

 
Urban Pop 0.05(0.06) 0.053(0.058) 0.10*(0.051) -0.001(0.008) 0.012*(0.007) 0.072(0.065) 0.21***(0.061) 

Vehicles per 1000p 0.0075(0.0071) 0.0089(0.0078) 0.011*(0.0068)     

Vehicles per road -0.03(0.03) -0.023(0.028) -0.015(0.024)     

Pop per road 0.0052*(0.0031) 0.006**(0.0033) 0.0084***(0.003)     

 

       

GDP growth -0.35*(0.20) -0.38*(0.21) -0.23(0.18)     

Logged GDP per capita -2.8(2.0) 17.5(15.03) 35.04***(13.42) -11.92(11.44) -23.17**(10.39) -34.46*(18.94) -19.1(17.5) 

 

       

demautGDP -2.42(1.98) -26.37(18.68) -33.03**(16.26) 25.67**(12.3) 38.6**(11.2) 59.8***(20.1) 31.74*(18.57) 

lgdppccon2  -1.32(0.97) -2.32***(0.86) 0.64(0.68) 1.39***(0.62) 2.38**(1.23) 1.33(1.13) 

demautGDP2  1.52(1.17) 2.01**(1.02) -1.50**(0.73) -2.25***(0.66) -4.1***(1.3) -2.1*(1.2) 

 

        

Constant 44.14***(13.3) -32.57(57.8) -66.93(50.52) 63.96(47.42) 138.8***(43.5) 128.9*(72.1) 113.1*(66.4) 

Observations 102 102 102 552  

552  

50 Countries 

552;  

50 Countries 

R-squared 0.58 0.58 0.69 0.39  0.30(W) 0.39(W) 

Adjusted R-Square 0.54 0.54 0.65 0.38  0.29(B) 0.20(B) 

            0.32(A) 0.24(A) 

***Indicates 1% level of significance.  **Indicates 5% level of significance.   *Indicates 10% level of significance. 

XS Indicates Cross Sectional Data. XSTS Indicates Cross Sectional Time Series Data. Standard Errors are given in parenthesis. 

   

 

Relationship between democracy and traffic mortality: More significant among the rich 

 To further illustrate how income may affect the effect of democracy on traffic mortality, 

Figure 17 shows the marginal effect of polity on traffic mortality as GDP per capita changes. As we 
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Marginal Effect of Polity on Traffic Mortality As GDP Per Capita Changes

can see, the marginal effect of polity on traffic mortality is most significant when the logged GDP 

per Capita falls between 7 and 10. At such high wealth levels, the figure shows that the more 

democratic a government is, the greater the decrease in the number of traffic deaths. Hence, this 

implies that the mitigating effect democracy has on traffic mortality is most pronounced when 

countries are rich.  

Figure 14. Marginal Effect of Polity on Traffic Mortality when GDP per Capita changes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Therefore we can see that Hypothesis 3 is proven right—that GDP per capita does 

significantly reduce traffic deaths and over time as GDP increases, democracies are more able to 

use the money to provide traffic related public goods for their citizens.  

 

Democracy is as important as GDP per capita in affecting Traffic Mortality 

As we have seen, the general trend of the results from Hypotheses 1,2 and 3 all imply that 

GDP per capita and democracy are strong influencers on traffic mortality levels. In order to see if 
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being rich or being a democracy had greater or equal effect on traffic mortality, I did two matching 

exercises—one with democracy as a treatment variable and the other with wealth.   

In the model with democracy as the treatment, I matched democratic with non-democratic 

countries in the 2007 cross-sectional dataset based on their GDP per capita levels, GDP growth 

percentages, urban population percentages, and population per kilometer of road. Keeping these 

variables constant, the matching exercise showed that democratic countries were able to reduce 8 

traffic deaths per 100,000 people per year when compared to their non-democratic but economically 

and physically similar counterparts. Even when more variables were matched on such as life 

expectancy, democratic countries were consistently able to save about 8 traffic deaths per 100,000 

people per year
38

.  

In the model with wealth as the treatment, I classified countries with logged GDP >7 as 

wealthy and matched countries based on their democracy level, urban population percentage, and 

population per kilometer of road. Keeping these variables constant, the matching exercise showed 

that wealthy countries were able to reduce 7 traffic deaths per 100,000 people per year when 

compared to their less wealthy but politically and physically similar counterparts
39

. Hence we can 

see that the effect of democracy on traffic fatality rates is comparable to the effect of GDP per 

capita on traffic fatality rates.  

 

VII. Conclusion 

 Traffic fatality is a leading cause of death that can be reduced. Undoubtedly, the impact of 

this unintentional mortality resonates particularly hard with the loved ones of traffic accident 

victims and reverberates in the global system as a great economic loss. Adding to the existing 

                                                 
38 See Appendix 12 
39 See Appendix 13 
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literature on traffic mortality, this paper set out to test and has since shown that democracies are 

able to reduce traffic deaths at a similar level and significance as wealth.  

 This paper also seeks to correct misconceptions on traffic legislations. Through empirical 

evidence, it shows that (1) legislations themselves do not significantly reduce traffic deaths and (2) 

that democracies are not more likely to institute legislation; however, it finds that democracies are 

better at implementing effective legislation. Hence, regional research could be accurate in showing 

that traffic legislation is able to reduce traffic deaths, but it appears that it may not merely be the 

existence of these laws but the effect and implementation of such laws that truly make a difference 

in lowering traffic fatality. 

 Finally, this paper confirms existing literature review that income is a strong predictor of 

traffic fatality. However, this research takes it one step further to show that democracies use their 

wealth more effectively to save their citizens and hence high income democracies are much more 

effective than high income autocracies when it comes to reducing traffic deaths. 

 There were definitely many limitations to the research done. Firstly, many of the variables 

were restricted to cross-sectional data in 2007, hence while we were able to see the effect across 

many countries, we were not able to witness a temporal effect. Secondly, the cross-sectional time 

series data was skewed towards democracies thereby making comparisons between democracies 

and autocracies unreliable. Future research can focus on using data from transport research 

consulting firms with amalgamated and more extensive panel data to do a more robust and 

conclusive analysis of democracy’s effect on traffic mortality.  

 In conclusion, I believe that looking at democracy as an influencer on traffic mortality is 

particularly important because it prevents us from making the wrong recommendations with the 

right intentions. As such, the main insight in this paper has been to note that democratic countries 
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tend to focus on an effective and efficient outcome. It is easy for countries to report the existence of 

traffic laws and traffic related public goods, but it is only when we examine the actual traffic 

mortality within each country that we can see the quality of public good provision that governments 

are providing. As the world looks to combat this rising trend of traffic fatalities, it is important to go 

beyond monetary aid and superficially instituting traffic laws to pay more attention to the actual 

effectiveness of legislations and institutions being implemented.  
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       _cons     .2023528    .410127     0.49   0.626    -.6377544     1.04246

      estdth     .5246949   .0343386    15.28   0.000     .4543555    .5950344

                                                                              

trafficdea~s        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    213.779276    29  7.37169919           Root MSE      =   .9042

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.8891

    Residual    22.8921206    28  .817575737           R-squared     =  0.8929

       Model    190.887156     1  190.887156           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F(  1,    28) =  233.48

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      30
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IX. Appendices 

Appendix 1. Legend for Data 

Legend 

WHO World Health Organization Data 

WB World Bank Data 

IRF International Road Foundation 

Derived Aggregation of data from two different Data Sets 

Polity IV Polity IV project 

 

Appendix 2. Comparing Dependent Variable Data source 

Regression Estdth (2007 Traffic Death Data) against Trafficdeaths (1995-2008 Traffic Death 

Data) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 3. Limitations of Cros- Sectional Time Series Data 
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                Prob>chi2 =      0.0000

                          =       29.21

                  chi2(3) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)

    Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic

            B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg

                           b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg

                                                                              

   lgdppccon     -3.437912    -2.278465       -1.159447        .3025769

     urbanpp     -.1083557     .0091747       -.1175304        .0613119

      demaut       .654264    -.2193268        .8735908        .4243273

                                                                              

                   fixed        random       Difference          S.E.

                    (b)          (B)            (b-B)     sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))

                      Coefficients     

                Prob>chi2 =      0.0024

                          =       16.55

                  chi2(4) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)

    Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic

            B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg

                           b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg

                                                                              

   lgdppccon      .5081789     .6514876       -.1433087         .325128

     urbanpp      .1797442     .0506718        .1290724        .0555991

   WBlifeexp     -.8925192    -.8037531        -.088766        .0370617

      demaut      2.133385     1.784783        .3486022        .3338484

                                                                              

                   fixed        random       Difference          S.E.

                    (b)          (B)            (b-B)     sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))

                      Coefficients     

                (V_b-V_B is not positive definite)

                Prob>chi2 =      0.0000

                          =       73.02

                  chi2(5) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)

    Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic

            B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg

                           b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg

                                                                              

  demautGDP2     -4.098837    -.6620561       -3.436781        1.062703

  lgdppccon2      2.379724    -.4624958        2.842219        1.013752

   demautGDP      59.80272     9.236197        50.56652        15.98456

   lgdppccon     -34.46141     7.814654       -42.27607        15.17196

     urbanpp      .0720066     .0149177        .0570889        .0611442

      demaut     -213.3882    -30.75048       -182.6377        59.77293

                                                                              

                   fixed        random       Difference          S.E.

                    (b)          (B)            (b-B)     sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))

                      Coefficients     

                Prob>chi2 =      0.0010

                          =       22.58

                  chi2(6) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)

    Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic

            B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg

                           b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg

                                                                              

  demautGDP2     -2.095256    -.6225379       -1.472718        1.007384

  lgdppccon2      1.331461     .0541311         1.27733        .9508575

   demautGDP      31.74216     9.769574        21.97259        15.16415

   lgdppccon     -19.09241     .3775985       -19.47001         14.2687

     urbanpp      .2116506     .0474386        .1642119        .0578755

   WBlifeexp     -.7277473    -.7074049       -.0203424        .0554629

      demaut      -117.234    -36.35194       -80.88205        56.79622

                                                                              

                   fixed        random       Difference          S.E.

                    (b)          (B)            (b-B)     sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))

                      Coefficients     

Appendix 4.Choosing the Core Road Legislations to Test 

 
 

 

Appendix 5.The Hausman Test: Choosing between Fixed and Random effects 

Model 6      Model 7 

 

 

 

 

 

Model 19       Model 20 

 

    

  

 

 

                                                                              

       _cons     18.37856   13.86202     1.33   0.189    -9.192449    45.94956

 safetystrat    -5.712099    2.51238    -2.27   0.026    -10.70912   -.7150765

  helmetlawN     .8072691   5.267432     0.15   0.879    -9.669442    11.28398

emergencynoN     1.245985    4.12672     0.30   0.763    -6.961896    9.453866

 prehoscareN     11.35392   5.179696     2.19   0.031     1.051711    21.65612

   seatbeltN    -8.507957   3.933493    -2.16   0.033    -16.33152   -.6843978

 speedlimitN     7.270662   12.40996     0.59   0.560    -17.41226    31.95358

   drunklawN     .2375948   4.470456     0.05   0.958    -8.653963    9.129152

      demaut    -10.96705   2.705881    -4.05   0.000    -16.34894   -5.585162

                                                                              

      estdth        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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 Pr(T < t) = 1.0000         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0000          Pr(T > t) = 0.0000

    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      176

    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   5.8511

                                                                              

    diff              8.717373    1.489861                5.777081    11.65767

                                                                              

combined       178    19.39607    .7675542    10.24045    17.88133     20.9108

                                                                              

       1       118    16.45763    .8419102    9.145485    14.79027    18.12499

       0        60      25.175    1.274803     9.87458    22.62413    27.72587

                                                                              

   Group       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Two-sample t test with equal variances

. 

    Prob > |z| =   0.0000

             z =   5.234

Ho: estdth(demo==0) = estdth(demo==1)

adjusted variance     105603.93

                               

adjustment for ties       -6.07

unadjusted variance   105610.00

    combined        178       15931       15931

                                               

           1        118        8860       10561

           0         60        7071        5370

                                               

        demo        obs    rank sum    expected

Two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test

Appendix 6. T Test and Mann Whitney Test 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 7. Simple Regression of Democracy against the number of traffic laws in 2007 

 

 

Appendix 8. Simple Regression of Democracy against the reporting of traffic laws in 2007 

 

 

 

                                                                              

       _cons     6.284642    .188309    33.37   0.000     5.910589    6.658695

      demaut      .144337   .2499228     0.58   0.565    -.3521039    .6407779

                                                                              

      NoofTL        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    61.1989247    92  .665205704           Root MSE      =  .81857

                                                       Adj R-squared = -0.0073

    Residual    60.9754352    91  .670059727           R-squared     =  0.0037

       Model     .22348956     1   .22348956           Prob > F      =  0.5650

                                                       F(  1,    91) =    0.33

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      93

                                                                              

       _cons     .6252266   .0922466     6.78   0.000     .4430222     .807431

      demaut    -.0590334   .1221903    -0.48   0.630    -.3003824    .1823155

                                                                              

 TLavailable        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    38.6037736   158  .244327681           Root MSE      =   .4955

                                                       Adj R-squared = -0.0049

    Residual    38.5464666   157  .245518895           R-squared     =  0.0015

       Model    .057306994     1  .057306994           Prob > F      =  0.6297

                                                       F(  1,   157) =    0.23

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     159
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       _cons     4.725715   .4201784    11.25   0.000     3.891667    5.559762
   lgdppccon     .2080209   .0517458     4.02   0.000     .1053062    .3107355
                                                                              
      NoofTL        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    61.7653061    97  .636755733           Root MSE      =  .74208
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.1352
    Residual    52.8657842    96  .550685252           R-squared     =  0.1441
       Model    8.89952191     1  8.89952191           Prob > F      =  0.0001
                                                       F(  1,    96) =   16.16
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      98

Appendix 9. Simple Regression GDP per capita against the number of traffic laws in 2007 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 10. Heckman selection Model 

 

 

Appendix 11. Simple Regression GDP per capita against Traffic Deaths 

 

                                                                              
LR test of indep. eqns. (rho = 0):   chi2(1) =     0.60   Prob > chi2 = 0.4369
                                                                              
      lambda     .2310303   .2557271                     -.2701857    .7322463
       sigma     .7827167   .0742678                      .6498882    .9426936
         rho     .2951647   .3090538                     -.3446232    .7477175
                                                                              
    /lnsigma    -.2449844   .0948847    -2.58   0.010    -.4309549   -.0590139
     /athrho     .3042145    .338549     0.90   0.369    -.3593293    .9677582
                                                                              
       _cons    -1.436175   1.313702    -1.09   0.274    -4.010984    1.138634
        lpop    -.0235209   .0713302    -0.33   0.742    -.1633255    .1162837
   WBlifeexp     .0376599   .0175191     2.15   0.032     .0033231    .0719967
     urbanpp     -.006001   .0073108    -0.82   0.412      -.02033    .0083279
   lgdppccon     .0327331   .1341748     0.24   0.807    -.2302447     .295711
      demaut    -.6040748   .3732503    -1.62   0.106    -1.335632    .1274822
select        
                                                                              
       _cons     4.612516   .7371474     6.26   0.000     3.167733    6.057298
   lgdppccon     .2391143   .0691104     3.46   0.001     .1036604    .3745681
      estdth    -.0042124   .0111824    -0.38   0.706    -.0261294    .0177047
      demaut    -.2707749   .3026211    -0.89   0.371    -.8639014    .3223516
NoofTL        
                                                                              
      NoofTL        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

Log likelihood = -195.0515                      Prob > chi2        =    0.0011
                                                Wald chi2(3)       =     16.16

                                                Uncensored obs     =        87
(regression model with sample selection)        Censored obs       =        61
Heckman selection model                         Number of obs      =       148

                                                                              
       _cons     53.25048    6.18664     8.61   0.000     40.98214    65.51882
 Epopperroad     .0027056   .0020086     1.35   0.181    -.0012775    .0066886
 Evehiclepkm    -.0063852    .024083    -0.27   0.791    -.0541427    .0413724
    Emvp1000     .0015272   .0060939     0.25   0.803    -.0105572    .0136117
     urbanpp     .0625192   .0526926     1.19   0.238    -.0419722    .1670107
   lgdppccon    -4.955767   1.042857    -4.75   0.000    -7.023792   -2.887743
                                                                              
      estdth        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    10138.0549   109  93.0096784           Root MSE      =  6.8812
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.4909
    Residual    4924.43943   104  47.3503792           R-squared     =  0.5143
       Model    5213.61551     5   1042.7231           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  5,   104) =   22.02
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     110
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Appendix 12: Matching Exercise with democracy as treatment variable

 

 

Appendix 13: Matching Exercise with wealth as treatment variable 

 

 

 

 

Matching variables:  lgdppccon gdpgp urbanpp Epopperroad

                                                                              

        SATE    -8.050064   1.735233    -4.64   0.000    -11.45106    -4.64907

                                                                              

      estdth        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

                                            Number of matches  (m) =         5

Weighting matrix: inverse variance          Number of obs          =       155

Matching estimator:  Average Treatment Effect ate

Matching variables:  demaut urbanpp Epopperroad

                                                                              

        SATE    -6.926713    2.10988    -3.28   0.001      -11.062   -2.791424

                                                                              

      estdth        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

                                            Number of matches  (m) =         5

Weighting matrix: inverse variance          Number of obs          =       143

Matching estimator:  Average Treatment Effect ate


